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3- Always use a drop that is 3 months older on the list with a good one. If you don't like the products on the drop
page, move to another place in the search. With the release of each new product, 1/4 of the shares are added.
Launches an advertising campaign every month on a limited budget. Founder and project leader. Independent
expert in the field of Digital. Author of the "burnout" theory (an excerpt can be read here) and the book "Digital

Survival Guide" Regular participant of webinars and trainings An expert in the field of online reputation creation and
management tools. Roman Kryzhanovsky will tell and answer the following questions: How to use the chance that

time gives us? How to find people who share your values? Why do we not always know what we want, but we
know how to achieve it? What is brand strategy and its role in brand promotion? Brand development, formation and
consolidation of the brand in the minds of people. How to come up with a content plan for the site so that it is visible

on the main page? The use of Title and description when promoting with the help of directories and articles. The
use of technical means and tools in promotions. Opportunities and scope of the blog in advertising. What are the
most common mistakes advertisers make and how to avoid them? Social networks: how to increase the response
to advertising? In May 2012, at the AdTech'2012 conference, Roman Kryzhinov together with Alexander Shishkin

presented a report on reputation management using social networks, where they talked about how and in what way
to use social networks for the needs and tasks of the company. About the value of specific tools and cases. About
a new product for digital promotion - YouTube. Communication rules for promotions via Facebook and Twitter. 3-
Create a list of 3 of your competitors. Don't use your customer's personal information when answering questions.

Allow no more than 5 minutes to write your answer. Some visitors may ask too many personal questions. Use
interjections and exclamation points in your answers. Collect reviews and comments from visitors. What was

interesting in other reports? Also, visitors were interested in the question of what hits the brand the most today and
what tools work most effectively, based on the experience of Roman Kryzhinovsky. If you want to ask a question to

the speaker, subscribe to the platform news mailing list and visit the speaker's personal website. With questions
about the conference
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